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Abstract—Voltage ratings for HVdc point-to-point connections
are not standardized and tend to depend on the latest available
cable technology. DC/DC conversion at HV is required for inter-
connection of such HVdc schemes as well as to interface dc wind
farms. Modular multilevel voltage source converters (VSCs), such
as the modular multilevel converter (MMC) or the alternate arm
converter (AAC), have been shown to incur significantly lower
switching losses than previous two- or three-level VSCs. This pa-
per presents a dc/ac/dc system using a transformer coupling two
modular multilevel VSCs. In such a system, the capacitors occupy
a large fraction of the volume of the cells but a significant reduction
in volume can be achieved by raising the ac frequency. Using high
frequency can also bring benefits to other passive components such
as the transformer but also results in higher switching losses due
to the higher number of waveform steps per second. This leads to
a tradeoff between volume and losses which has been explored in
this study and verified by simulation results with a transistor level
model of 30-MW case study. The outcome of the study shows that a
frequency of 350 Hz provides a significant improvement in volume
but also a penalty in losses compared to 50 Hz.

Index Terms—DC–DC power conversion, HVdc converters,
HVdc transmission, multilevel converters.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANUMBER of high-voltage dc (HVdc) schemes are cur-
rently under development and consideration in Europe.

The interest in HVdc is driven by the expansion of renewable
generation capacity in places such as Scotland, Germany, and
the North Sea [1], as a means to efficiently transmit the gener-
ated power to far away load centres. As most of the currently
considered (or already built) schemes are of the point-to-point
type which, coupled with the absence of a common dc grid code,
allows the voltage ratings to be freely chosen by each developer.
As a result the voltage rating is often a function of the available
cable technology at the time of development.

One of the most likely pathways for an HVdc grid to develop
is from the interconnection of point-to-point schemes, at some
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point in the future [2]. This will require dc/dc voltage conversion
technology for HVdc applications.

The voltage conversion ratio has important implications on
the converter technology as it influences the magnitude of cur-
rents and amount of stress imposed on the system. The same
nomenclature as defined in [3] has been adopted for this paper.
As such, a low step ratio is defined as per (1)

Vdc high voltage side/Vdc low voltage side ≤ 1.5. (1)

A low step ratio could be used to interconnect existing HVdc
networks of different nominal voltages. Connections to a dc
collection grid of an off-shore wind farm, a number of which
are planned in the North Sea, may require a medium step ratio
which is defined in (2)

1.5 < Vdc high voltage side/V dc low voltage side ≤ 5. (2)

This paper presents a possible dc/dc system for low to medium
step-ratio applications. It consists of two ac/dc converters cou-
pled through a transformer in what might be described as “front-
to-front” connection. The transformer provides galvanic separa-
tion between the two dc connections as well as the voltage step.
Such a system could be used to interconnect existing HVdc
schemes in the process of building up a larger HVdc network.
It may also be used to tap-into an existing HVdc link to connect
an off-shore wind park for example. Furthermore, if intercon-
nection between two HVdc networks is desired with separate
grounding arrangements, then the galvanic separation provided
by the transformer of this system may allow for this.

Voltage source converters (VSCs) are generally considered
to be the best option of for multiterminal HVdc grids [2] as
they allow power reversal without having to change the voltage
polarity and can connect to weak ac networks. Consequently,
two well-studied multilevel VSC topologies are considered for
use in the dc/ac/dc system. These converters are the modular
multi-level converter (MMC) [4] and the alternate arm converter
(AAC) [5], [6]. Both make use of either half-bridge or full-bridge
cells in their valves to generate a staircase voltage waveform
with small voltage steps. This allows individual switching de-
vices in the cells to be at a lower frequency compared to older
VSC topologies such as the two-level or three-level convert-
ers [7]–[9]. Due to this, modular multilevel topologies achieve a
significant reduction in switching losses. The AAC differs from
the MMC in its mode of operation in that its arms conduct al-
ternatively for only half a cycle, allowing fewer cells to be used
but at the expense of additional director switches consisting of
series-connected IGBTs.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of a VSC-based transformer coupled dc/ac/dc system. Both VSC topologies considered are shown in the figure: to the left the MMC and
to the right the AAC. “DS” in the AAC valve refers to the director switch which replaces some of the cells.

Alternative dc/dc topologies utilizing the multilevel cell
blocks are beginning to be considered [10] along with other
circuit concepts, such as presented in [11]. These circuits how-
ever do not offer the galvanic isolation offered by a transformer
which can be useful in some abnormal operating conditions and
for separating grounding arrangements for different parts of a dc
network. Furthermore, the well-established switch-mode dc/dc
converters, typically employed for low-power applications, do
not tend to scale very well for high-power applications [12], [13].

II. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT OF DC/AC/DC SYSTEM

The suggested front-to-front arrangement of two ac/dc con-
verters is shown in Fig. 1. For the sake of argument both con-
verter types are shown in this diagram. The system topologies
investigated use either two MMCs or AACs. Each is connected
to one dc link, which are assumed to be of different dc voltages,
and are connected together on their ac side through a coupling
transformer.

A three-phase arrangement as shown in Fig. 1 is analyzed
in this paper but the number of phases ultimately is a design
choice. The number of phases of such a system however remains
a tradeoff between the volume required for additional phase-
legs and dc side filters and the losses incurred. In a three-phase
arrangement, the ac currents generated by each phase, combine
to form a dc side current with only a small sixth harmonic ripple.

Fig. 1 depicts both VSCs considered in this paper. The main
difference in the circuit topology between the two is in the
valves (where a valve refers to a combination of cells connected
between an ac phase connection and a dc terminal). The MMC’s
valves consist entirely of cells. In the AAC some of the cells are
replaced with Director Switches (DS). In both converters, the
cells can be either of the full-bridge or half-bridge variety.

In the MMC, half of the ac current flows through each arm
during the full cycle in addition to a dc current. The AAC
differs in its operation compared to the MMC by conducting
the full ac current through the top or bottom arms alternatively

for half of the ac cycle [6]. When the other arm is not conducting
any current, its director switch opens breaking the current path
and blocking the remaining voltage difference between the ac
voltage and the cell stack. The valve in the conducting arm is
thus responsible for generating the ac waveform.

A. Energy Balance in the Valves

In the MMC, the energy exchanged between a valve and the
ac link is characterized by the ac voltage and current as per (3)
(ΦI is the angle of the ac current with respect to the ac voltage).
Energy balance has also been discussed in [14]

EAC MMC =
πV̂ac Îac

2ω0
cos (ΦI ) . (3)

Each stack conducts half of the ac current for the full duration
of every cycle. Therefore, there will be no net energy exchange
between the valve and the dc link due to the ac current. To
achieve an energy exchange a dc current has to be run through
the phase leg Id phase as described next

EDC MMC =
πVdId phase

ω0
. (4)

To maintain zero net energy drift in the valve, the ac and
dc energy exchanges in the MMC need to be matched. For
any given ac power demand an appropriate dc arm current will
therefore be applied.

Each valve in the AAC only conducts the ac current for half of
each cycle which affects the energy management of the valves.
The energy exchange with the ac side is the same as for the
MMC as shown as follows:

EAC AAC =
πV̂ac Îac

2ω0
cos (δac) . (5)

The energy exchanged between each valve and the dc side is
shown as

EDC AAC =
VdÎac

ω0
cos (δac) . (6)
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Fig. 2. Definition of the overlap period in an AAC.

These two energy flows are matched (neglecting losses) only
at one particular ac voltage magnitude for any given dc-link
voltage. This ac voltage is commonly referred to as the “sweet-
spot” voltage and is described in (7) and [6]. Operating at the
sweet-spot implies zero net energy drift in the valves

V̂AC sweet-spot =
2Vd

π
. (7)

Some balancing action will still be required however: opera-
tion at the exact sweet-spot is not practical not least because of
the voltage waveform distortion due to the discrete voltage steps
of the valve levels. Also, vertical balancing action may be re-
quired during the operation to maintain equal energy balance in
both valves of the same phase leg. This is also true for the MMC
for which balancing methods as described in [14] can be used.

To enable energy balancing in the AAC, an overlap period
(Φol) is introduced as discussed in [6]. This is a period centered
around the zero crossing of the ac voltage. This marks the in-
stance when one arm hands over the conduction of the ac current
to the other. During the overlap period both director switches in
a phase leg are closed as illustrated in Fig. 2. This completes a
conduction path for a dc current to be run through both valves
and the dc link. By this mechanism energy can be exchanged
between the dc link and the valves. By modulating the overlap
current waveform energy can be exchanged between the top and
bottom valves.

Even when the energy flows from the dc and ac side are
matched on average over one cycle in either converter topology,
it is important to note that the valves will still experience an
energy deviation during the cycle. This is because the ac and
dc side energy flows are not matched at every instant during
a cycle. This energy deviation is referred to as the intracycle
energy deviation. This is of particular importance to find the
theoretical minimum capacitance required for the converters as
further discussed in Section C.

B. AC-Link Parameters

As the ac link is fully internal to this system, its parameters
are not limited by any grid-codes and can be adjusted to achieve
better efficiency or minimize the physical size of the system for
example. The ac voltages magnitudes at which both converters
operate at can be freely chosen. Similarly the ac frequency is
not limited to 50 or 60 Hz.

To minimize the power losses it is advantageous to keep the
ac current magnitude as low as feasible in a converter, usually
by increasing the voltage level of the system. In the case of
the MMC this means it is typically operated with a peak ac
phase voltage equal to half of the dc-link voltage (Vd/2). This
is the highest ac voltage which can be generated by using only
half-bridge cells.

A peak ac voltage larger than the dc terminal voltage, i.e.,
Vd/2, requires the valves to “add” to the dc-link voltage during
some parts of the ac waveform. This in turn requires full-bridge
cells which have twice as many switching devices in the con-
duction path as half-bridge cells. A valve that is generating a
voltage to increase the ac voltage above the dc terminal volt-
age is commonly referred to as operating in “over-modulation”
mode. A valve that is generating a voltage to only “subtract”
from the dc-link voltage, is said to be “under-modulating.”

The AAC is typically operated at its sweet-spot voltages to
minimize the need for additional energy balancing of the cells.
From (7), it can be seen that sweet-spot operation requires a peak
ac voltage that is 27% larger than half of the dc-link voltage.
The converter is therefore required to overmodulate.

Each phase is assumed to be connected via a single-phase
transformer. The initial assumption, used in this paper, is that
each transformer is connected to the midpoint of the capacitors
of either converter which in turn is grounded. Other three phase
arrangements can be considered. Furthermore, third-harmonic
injection techniques, as presented in [15], [16] can be applied
here. The ac waveforms are sinusoidal so no special transformer
design has been considered for this investigation.

Raising the ac frequency above a typical network value of
50 Hz for example, can be advantageous for the passive com-
ponent sizing. Assuming all else remains constant, the core
volume of an ideal transformer is inversely proportional to the
ac frequency. While we recognize that in practice this may not
be realized because of other limitations on the transformer’s
core design such as heat extraction equipment and winding in-
sulation, the total volume of the core is expected to decrease
significantly with increasing frequency.

Furthermore, an increase in ac frequency will reduce the peak
intracycle energy deviation of each cell. This can in turn sig-
nificantly reduce the minimum cell capacitor size required, as
explained in further detail in the next section. The cell capacitor
remains the largest component of cell as illustrated in Fig. 3. Re-
ducing the capacitance of the cell will allow for further volume
savings.

C. Minimum Cell Capacitance

Each cell capacitor is typically designed to operate within
a voltage band in order to keep the converter stable and pre-
vent the capacitors to overcharge. Due to the intracycle energy
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Fig. 3. Single cell as built by Alstom Grid. The blue component in the back
is the cell capacitor (image from www.alstom.com/uk).

fluctuations experienced by the valves, it is important to size the
capacitors such that the largest intracycle energy deviation does
not result in a cell voltage deviating outside the allowed range.

The peak intracycle energy deviation can be found by con-
sidering all the current flowing through the valve and the volt-
age it generates during a cycle. The minimum cell capacitance
(Čc) can be calculated from the peak absolute energy deviation
(|ΔÊ|) experienced by a valve and the number of cells in it
(nC ) as described next

Čc =
2|ΔÊ|

nC ΔV 2 . (8)

The variable ΔV 2 describes the maximum voltage deviation
squared. This value is calculated differently depending on if the
energy deviation is causing the cells to absorb or release energy.
This will determine if the upper or lower limits of the allowed
cell voltage are used (V̂c and V̌c respectively) as per (9). In this
paper, the nominal operating voltage of a cell has arbitrarily
been chosen as 1.8 kV with lower and upper limits of 1.5 kV
and 2.1 kV, respectively

ΔV 2 =
{

V̂ 2
c − V 2

c if ΔÊ < 0
V 2

c − V̌ 2
c if ΔÊ ≥ 0

. (9)

The peak intracycle energy deviation is found numerically
by calculating the valve energy, as described by (10), in small
time-steps (tstep) over one ac cycle. Vst (t) denotes the voltage
across the stack as described in (11). Ist (t) is the current flowing
through the stack which is described differently for the MMC
and AAC and takes the ac components as well as the dc balancing
current into account. Also, the peak intracycle energy deviation
is a function of frequency since the energy flow equations given
in (3) to (6) are too. With increasing ac frequency the energy
deviation will decrease

Ek
valve = Ek−1

valve + tstep · Vst (k · tstep) Ist (k · tstep) (10)

Vst (t) =
Vd

2
− V̂ac sin (ω0t) . (11)

The minimum cell capacitance calculated in this way is a
good indicator to compare different operating points and con-
verter topologies against each other. It should be noted that this
capacitor sizing methodology assumes that the effect of the en-
ergy deviation during a cycle is split evenly between all cells in a
valve. The cells are typically rotated in their duty during a cycle
to prevent any one cell voltage from drifting too far away from
other cell voltages. The cell’s voltages are sorted and utilized
to take advantage of the direction of the arm current similar to
the method described in [15]. A cell rotation event includes the
resorting of the cell voltages and occurs at constant intervals
over a cycle.

In between rotations voltage drifts may occur in individual
cells. The minimum capacitor value calculated this way as-
sumes instantaneous energy duty balancing among all the cells
in a valve at every instant to ensure an evenly split voltage de-
viation among all the cells. This makes this capacitance value a
theoretical lower limit which in practice will be higher as this
cannot be achieved with a finite cell rotation frequency. Typi-
cally, a margin would be added to the minimum to account for
this.

High cell rotation frequencies incur significant switching loss
penalties. Therefore, a compromise between cell rotation fre-
quency and capacitor volume has to be made. In this paper, a
rotational frequency of 16 rotations per ac cycle has been as-
sumed for all ac frequencies investigated. The effect of this on
the switching losses can be seen from the loss results for the
case-study system in Section IV.

D. Number of Devices in the Valves

The number of cells in the valves of a multilevel converter
depends on the maximum voltage that these stacks have to gen-
erate. In the MMC, each valve has to be able to generate the
voltage between the dc terminal voltage and the negative peak
ac voltage. Assuming each cell is charged at a voltage of mag-
nitude VC , the number of cells per arm is calculated as per (12)
to support the peak voltage across each arm [4]

nC MMC =
Vd/2 + V̂ac

VC
. (12)

A valve in the AAC will have to provide both overmodulation
and under-modulation voltages. They can be found through (13)
and (14), respectively [6], [12]. The larger of the two voltages
will dictate the minimum number of cells in each valve. In the
case of operation at the sweet-spot voltage this is the under-
modulation voltage requirement

V̂valve U M =
Vd

2
+ V̂ac · sin

(
Φol

2

)
(13)

V̂valve OM = V̂ac −
Vd

2
. (14)

The number of devices in the conduction path (nDiCP) per
arm can be considered to compare different operating parame-
ters and converter topologies against each other. nDiCP is the
number of switching devices in the conduction path in each arm
at any point in time. Both the devices from the cells as well as
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TABLE I
GENERAL CASE STUDY SYSTEM PARAMETERS

TABLE II
MMC FRONT-TO-FRONT SYSTEM PARAMETERS

TABLE III
AAC FRONT-TO-FRONT SYSTEM PARAMETERS

from the director switches (as far as applicable) are considered
for this. Therefore, the number heavily depends on the type of
cell used in the valve: a half-bridge cell will add one whereas a
full-bridge two switching devices into the conduction path. The
number of devices in the conduction path along with the current
magnitudes affecting these devices provides an indication of the
relativelosses of one converter compared to another. As such it
should be noted that the MMC’s arm currents flow for the full
duration of the cycle whereas the AAC’s do not. A more com-
prehensive comparison of the different converters is presented
later in this paper with the aid of a case-study system.

E. Case Study System

A simulation model was developed in Simulink to verify the
operability of the system. Although this converter topology is
suitable for HVDC applications, typically rated for hundreds
of kilovolts and hundreds of megawatts, the simulation model
was scaled for significantly lower voltage and power levels.
Indeed, the system has been modeled down to the transistor
level and realistic voltage ratings would require a large number
of switches to be modeled which would make the simulation
too computationally complex to be practical. The system was
modeled in such a detail to accurately estimate the losses using
model specific postprocessing scripts and to verify the cell level
operation. Parameters common to all simulations of the case
study system are listed in Table I.

Two different system topologies were modeled: one with two
MMCs and one with two AACs. The converter parameters are
listed in Tables II and III. The cell capacitance for the 50 Hz
simulation was set to 7 mF for both converters. As the number of
cell rotations per cycle was kept constant for both ac frequencies,

TABLE IV
TRANSFORMER PARAMETERS IN MMC SYSTEM

the cell capacitance could be reduced to 1 mF for the 350 Hz
simulations.

From the converter parameters, the distinct difference be-
tween the AAC and MMC can be noted: The MMC’s cell stacks
have to be able to support the entire ac waveform and therefore
require significantly more cells than the AAC’s. It is not required
to generate an ac voltage above that of the dc terminal but only
requires half-bridge cells. Its nDiC P is however not lower than
the AAC’s because its arms are continuously conducting the
ac and dc currents. whereas the in the AAC each arm is only
conducting the ac voltage for one half-cycle.

The overlap period of the AAC was kept constant at 18◦ for
all simulations. This translates into a time period of 1 ms per
half-cycle at an ac frequency of 50 Hz and into 0.14 ms per
half-cycle at 350 Hz ac.

The arm inductance in the AAC is primarily required to con-
trol the overlap currents. Thus, scaling it down with frequency
incurs very little extra switching losses and makes the ramping
of the overlap-currents easier. Scaling down the arm inductance
with ac frequency in the MMC in a similar fashion results in
noticeably higher switching losses as the dc current flowing
through the arms has to be controlled for the full duration of
the cycle. The arm inductance values at 50 Hz were arbitrar-
ily chosen to maintain current control in the converters with-
out additional switching by the cells. The MMC’s valves are
continuously in conduction and can therefore be thought of as
three series-connected pairs of voltage sources in parallel with a
series-connected pair of voltage sources modelling the dc termi-
nals. Small differences in voltage of each of the valve’s voltages
sources can lead to large dc currents flowing between them. The
arm inductances serve to counteract this and limit the rate of
change of the arm currents. Due to the discontinues, conduction
in the arms smaller arm inductances can be used in the AAC as
both valves in the same phase are only in conduction simultane-
ously for a short overlap period during each cycle. In the AAC,
the arm inductance value is a tradeoff between the volume and
conduction losses due to it and the additional switching losses
incurred during the overlap period to maintain current control.
The arm inductance for the MMC was kept at 1 mH for all fre-
quencies. In the AACs, an arm inductance of 0.7 mH was used
at 50 Hz and 0.1 mH at 350 Hz.

The single-phase transformer was modeled using a mutual in-
ductance model. No resistive elements were included in the time
domain simulation model of the transformer. The transformer
parameters for 50 and 350 Hz are listed in Tables IV and V. The
transformer models vary slightly as the magnetizing inductance
was sized based upon a fixed fraction of the secondary current’s
magnitude of 1%.
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Fig. 4. MMC front-to-front system topology voltages and currents for case
study system and 350-Hz ac link. Valve voltages and arm currents are shown
for a single phase leg of the HV1 MMC. The cell voltages are shown for the top
valve in same phase of the HV1 MMC.

TABLE V
TRANSFORMER PARAMETERS IN AAC SYSTEM

The system’s steady-state operation is demonstrated in Figs. 4
and 5. Fig. 4 depicts a selection of system voltages and currents
for the system topology utilizing MMCs operated at 350 Hz.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the same voltages and currents for a system
using AACs at 350 Hz also. Both systems run a 30 MW power
flow from the HV1 side to the HV2 side. The cell stacks in the
AAC can be seen to generate a much lower peak voltage than
those in the MMC as they do not have to support the ac voltage
waveform for a full cycle.

In the primary and secondary voltage waveforms shown for
the AAC voltage spikes can be noted. These are due to sudden
switching of cells to ramp the overlap current to the desired
value as quickly as possible due to the brevity of the overlap
period.

The ac current is split evenly between both arms whereas the
AAC’s arms have to conduct the full ac current for a half-cycle
each. The ac voltages generated by the AACs are higher than
those of the MMCs. This results in lower ac current magnitudes.

As the AAC is operated at the sweet-spot voltage, the energy
flows from and to the dc and ac side are well matched. Thus,
only moderate balancing currents have to be directed through

Fig. 5. AAC front-to-front system topology voltages and currents for case
study system and 350-Hz ac link. Valve voltages and arm currents are shown
for a single phase leg of the HV1 AAC. The cell voltages are shown for the top
valve in same phase of the HV1 AAC.

the arms during the overlap period. The MMC requires a signif-
icant dc current to be run through the arms along with half the
ac current. Thus, the peak current through the arms is not signif-
icantly different in either converter topology. This is important
to note as the losses heavily depend on the current magnitudes
and the number of devices on the conduction path.

The dc-link currents shown for both systems are measured at
the dc output of the converter legs. These currents would still
require dc side filtering in a real system which has not been
considered in this paper. The dc-link currents from the AACs
can be seen to have some high-frequency harmonic content due
to the overlap current spikes.

The cell voltages can be seen to be balanced for both system
topologies in the bottom graphs in Figs. 4 and 5. The charac-
teristic of the intracycle energy flow shape is indicated through
the average cell voltage for both converters at their respective
operating points. Furthermore, the two topologies exhibit the
same voltage deviation range despite the different number of
cells in their stacks. Since the cell capacitors are of the same
size in both cases, this indicates that additional space savings
can be achieved by using the AAC over the MMC.

III. DESIGN TRADEOFF THROUGH AC-LINK FREQUENCY

The dc/ac/dc system can be optimized for different applica-
tion areas. For offshore applications, in particular, the volume
that the system components require is of particular importance
because the entire system has to be housed inside an expen-
sive off-shore platform. The ac frequency has been identified as
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Fig. 6. Minimum capacitance per valve pair for both converter types for case-
study dc/ac/dc system across a range of frequencies at unitary power factor
operation (10 MW per phase).

one parameter which can be used to reduce the system volume:
raising the ac frequency reduces the minimum capacitance re-
quired in the cells. In theory it also allows for a smaller trans-
former core.

A. System Volume

To gauge the effect of the frequency on the system volume and
compare different topologies against each other, the minimum
capacitance per valve pair can be used as per (15). This measure
assumes that the voltage band is kept the same for all frequencies
and for both converter types

Čvalve pair = ČcHV1 · ncHV1 + ČcHV2 · ncHV2 . (15)

Fig. 6 shows the minimum capacitance per valve pair for
the case study system for both converter types. A valve pair
is considered to be any valve in the HV1 converter and its
complimentary valve in the HV2 converter. The diagram clearly
shows that a system utilizing MMCs would require a larger
capacitance than one using AACs. This is due to the larger
intracycle energy deviation experienced by the cell stacks in the
MMC as illustrated in Fig. 7.

B. System Losses

Raising the ac frequency requires the cells to switch at a
higher frequency also to generate the ac voltage waveform. This
causes increased switching losses.

The system losses have been estimated using the time domain
data gained from the case-study simulations. Using device-
specific loss data, the conduction and switching losses in the
semiconductors were calculated by postprocessing the simula-
tion data. Switching occurrences are detected using the gate
signals to the cells. Along with these and the current direc-
tion and magnitude through the arm a device specific turn-on,
turn-off, or diode reverse recovery energy loss is calculated.

Fig. 7. Energy deviation in top valve of HV1 converter of case study system
at 50 Hz and 30 MW power transfer (HV1 to HV2 side) operation.

The switching device assumed in this paper was Toshiba’s
MG1200FXF1US53. This method assumes that the losses in-
curred in the devices do not significantly affect the voltage and
current waveforms in the system as these power losses are ex-
pected to be small.

The transformer losses were estimated using a simplified
analytical model. The transformer was taken to consist of a
central limb around which first the primary and then the sec-
ondary windings are wound. The magnetic path was closed
by two outer limbs each with half the cross-sectional area of
the central limb. The flux density was chosen according to be
1.72 T and the current density 4 A/mm2 . The model calculates
the transformer geometry and associated losses across a range of
values of three input variables: the number of secondary turns,
the winding height, and the magnetizing current magnitude.
This generates several feasible designs and that with minimum
power loss was chosen. The same procedure was used for 50
and 350 Hz designs. With the design parameters kept the same,
the core volume was reduced by a factor of 7 for the higher
frequency case. In the transformer model, cooling requirements
have not been taken into consideration. These requirements will
typically result in a worse than theoretically possible scaling of
the volume of the transformer. Overall the transformer design
has not been optimized for 350 Hz operation.

The core losses were calculated based on available data sug-
gested by a manufacturer (which was available for 50 and
350 Hz) and assuming all of the core is at the same flux den-
sity. The winding losses were calculated as the simple resistive
losses only using the mean turn length and number of turns for
each winding. The skin-effect losses were not modeled at this
stage because the skin depth of the copper winding at 350 Hz
is 3.5 mm which was not significantly smaller than the wire
diameter. Tank losses were also not taken into consideration
during the modeling of the transformer losses. The loss results
are summarized in Tables VI and VII.
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TABLE VI
ESTIMATED LOSSES PER PHASE LEG FOR MMC-BASED CASE-STUDY SYSTEM

TABLE VII
ESTIMATED LOSSES PER PHASE LEG FOR AAC BASED CASE-STUDY SYSTEM

IV. DISCUSSION ON VOLUME AND LOSSES

The losses for the 50 Hz scenario for the MMC are slightly
lower than those for the AAC system. This is because the con-
duction losses in the AAC are slightly higher as the devices
that are in the conduction path experience a larger current. The
switching losses in the AAC are lower than in the MMC sys-
tem at 50 Hz as fewer devices are forced to hard switch. This
is also the reason why at 350 Hz operation the AAC system
suffers lower converter losses than the MMC system. Overall
the switching losses increase with increased ac frequency be-
cause the switching to generate the ac voltage waveform has to
increase proportionally. Furthermore, the cell rotation frequency
was kept constant at 16 rotations per cycle so that the capacitor
volume could be reduced and so the switching losses due to
rotation also increase with frequency. The director switches in
the AAC are only opened when the current has been controlled
down to zero and therefore suffer no switching losses.

The transformers are winding loss dominated and this term
is not greatly different at 50 and 350 Hz. Although the specific
core losses are higher at 350 Hz, the volume of core is less.
The overall result is that the change in frequency made little
difference to the transformer power losses.

The AAC requires smaller total capacitance than the MMC
at 50 as well as at 350 Hz. Fig. 6 shows that the AAC can use a
capacitance more than six times smaller than the MMC because
this application uses the AAC in it most advantageous operating
region, namely unitary power-factor at the sweet-spot voltage
ratio. Assuming that the cell capacitance takes up about 50 % of
the cell volume for a typical MMC application at 50 Hz, an AAC
cell would only need to be 58 % of the volume of one for an
MMC. Operation at 350 Hz could further reduce the minimum
cell volume. While the theoretical minimum capacitance scales
inversely with respect to frequency, the added margin for a
practical capacitor size may not however scale as well. Similarly,
the transformer core theoretically scales inversely with respect
to frequency. Due to other design factors associated with the
transformer, such as the cooling equipment, the total transformer
volume is not expected to scale as well either.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces an HV dc/ac/dc system suitable for in-
terconnecting HVdc networks operated at different dc voltages.
The system consists of two front-to-front connected VSCs cou-
pled through a transformer. The ac link is internal to the dc/ac/dc
system and therefore the operating frequency can be selected
freely and used to tradeoff the volume of the passive compo-
nents against the power losses in the semiconductor devices.

This study considered modular multilevel converters of ei-
ther the MMC or AAC format. When operated at 50 or 60 Hz,
these converters require cell capacitors which represent approx-
imately 50% of the cell volume. An increase in ac frequency to
350 Hz results in proportionately smaller peak intracycle energy
deviations in the cell stacks of both the MMC and AAC. This
reduces the minimum capacitance required in both converters
and allows a significant reduction in the total system volume.
The AAC was found to require a smaller minimum total capaci-
tance than the MMC for all ac frequencies. The use of the AAC
at either 50 or 350 Hz frequency would therefore minimize the
system volume. The higher frequency also leads to a reduction
in transformer volume at a rate a little less than proportional.

The MMC was found to have slightly lower power losses
than the AAC at 50 Hz operation. This is due to larger con-
duction losses in the AAC. At increased ac frequency, however,
the switching losses in the MMC were found to increase more
quickly than those in the AAC as its operation requires more
switching events. The increase in operating frequency changed
the balance of core and winding losses in the transformer but
did not significantly increase the overall power loss of this
component.

Overall, operating the ac link at a frequency of 350 Hz allows
for significant volume savings due to the reduced capacitance
required in the cell stacks of the converters. This comes at the
cost of higher losses in the converters due to increased switching.
Using AACs in the system results in lower losses at 350 Hz than
using MMCs. Specifically, the losses increased from 504 to
722 kW for a three-phase 30-MW case study system. For an
application where converter volume comes at a premium, such
as offshore, this increased loss may well be worth accepting for
the reduced volume.
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